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OpSec Online brand  
protection overview.

Overview
It’s no small feat to protect a brand in the digital world today. 

Exponential growth in online marketplaces, social media and other channels have changed 

the way businesses navigate the web and drive demand. Both an incredible opportunity 

and a great challenge, building a company’s presence on the web has left countless brands 

vulnerable to cyber threats that violate intellectual property rights and put reputation, customer 

trust and revenue at risk. 

With millions of dollars invested in building a brand, companies can’t afford to be reactive 

when attacks happen. They’ve also got to know how to prioritize their threats.

The challenge
Brand owners have to manage everything, from cybersquatting and counterfeiting, to hijacked 

search traffic and partner non-compliance. 

Tactics are diverse and widespread, often beginning when fraudsters use trademarks in 

deceitful paid search ads, URLs, mobile apps, misleading websites and spam email to divert 

traffic to competing or even illicit sites. Paid search scams as well as SEO manipulation 

tactics enable fraudsters to claim affiliation where none exists or steer consumers to sales of 

potentially unauthorized or counterfeit goods.

These online exploits can undo months or years of investment in a brand, siphoning billions in 

revenues and raising warranty, service, and other costs to legitimate brand owners. Worst of 

all, left unchecked, online brand attacks can permanently tarnish a brand’s reputation.

One of the frustrations many brand owners experience in the online protection space is the 

whack-a-mole game. Take one listing down, and another emerges. One website gets taken 

down; a new one appears. Keeping the online space safe truly becomes a challenge. 

Smarter online protection focuses on your consumer
Given our longevity in this field and our relationships with many of the most popular brands in 

the world, we have come to realize that what brands care about most is protecting the well-

intentioned consumer. 

Shoppers largely fall into two categories – those who wish to buy a genuine item and those 

determined to find a knockoff or pirated version, no matter how hard they have to look. It is the 

former group, people who recognize the value or safety of genuine products and services, that 

our clients are actually most concerned about. 
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Industry research says that 34 percent of consumers unknowingly purchase counterfeit goods 

and that brand owners should attempt to recapture revenue from this group. If brands don’t 

protect these well-intentioned consumers, it not only creates immediate revenue loss, but as 

those counterfeit products fail, customers associate it with bad brand experiences and defer 

to a competitive brand. The individual who truly wants to buy a $20 copy of a $200 item is 

neither a missed revenue opportunity nor a customer complaint in the making. 

Instead of chasing after such buyers with little results and diluting the ROI from brand 

protection programs, we are focusing technology and business practices on helping brands 

protect well-intentioned consumers from being duped into buying counterfeit/pirated products 

via unauthorized channels.

Comprehensive solutions
OpSec Online combines advanced technology, an approach with a proven track record of 

success, and years of deep expertise to remove damaging infringements, protect brand equity, 

and increase authentic sales. By providing full visibility into the spectrum of the internet threats 

– whether it be cybersquatting, counterfeiting, hijacked search traffic or partner non-compliance – 

we monitor a broad range of online abuse to ensure your brand and IP are protected.

34%
Industry research says that 34 

percent of consumers unknowingly 

purchase counterfeit goods.
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Our technology makes this possible
Purpose-built technology to support a consumer-centric approach has proven essential to 

our approach.

OpSec Online brings back results the same way a consumer sees listings on marketplaces and 

search engines. Why does that matter? By harvesting data natively, that enables us to identify 

illegitimate listings and sites that are most visible to better prioritize enforcements. Did you 

know that 91 percent of consumers do not want to purchase counterfeit items? Ensuring that 

these consumers are protected should be a priority for brand owners.

  MOST VISIBLE LISTINGS

Native search technology mirrors exactly what your consumer sees online, so you can focus 

your efforts on the results that matter most.

  GEO-SPECIFIC SEARCH 

Dive deeper into your search with results from any consumer’s exact whereabouts, thanks to 

tens of thousands of IP proxies around the globe.

  THREAT LEVEL ANALYSIS

Data science prioritizes the findings that look most suspicious, making you more efficient with 

your time and resources.

  COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING

Track milestones and chart your progress across a seamless platform with clear, 

comprehensive impact records.

A proven track record 
We detect, analyze, enforce and report on the broadest range of brand abuse, from 

cybersquatting to digital piracy to counterfeiting across all internet channels. OpSec Online 

offers visibility into the full spectrum of the internet for the broadest brand protection 

strategy: whether it is cybersquatting, counterfeiting, hijacked search traffic, or even partner 

non-compliance, we monitor a broad range of online abuse to ensure your brand and IP are 

protected. Fraudsters often switch between channels and capitalize on your blind spots, so 

monitoring and enforcing across all digital channels is essential. 

91%
In a OpSec Online survey,

91 percent of consumers

reported that they do

not intend to purchase

counterfeit items.
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Technology to monitor multiple online channels:

OpSec Online offers advanced technology to identify repeat bad threat actors that cause the 

most damage to your business, so you can take effective action against them. 

We leverage machine-learning technology to connect the dots and identify the most egregious 

offenders. Once we’ve identified the most egregious offenders, also known as High Value 

Targets, investigate bad threat actors to get the evidence you need to send law enforcement. 

OpSec Online has strategic partnerships with FBI, Homeland Security, City of London Police, 

Europol, Interpol, Multiple Test Purchase Partners, and many more to ensure a strategic 

approach to bridge the gap between the online and offline brand protection initiatives.
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Expertise
More than 1,300 of the world’s most valuable brands trust OpSec Online to solve for the 

most sophisticated online brand challenges. As we protect brands with advanced brand 

challenges, we are continuously refining our methodology and strategy to stay ahead and 

enforce effectively. All brands benefit from the fact that OpSec Online has over a decade of 

expertise across various industries, where we leverage best practices at an industry-level. We 

understand that a brand protection problem for an automotive company will not be the same 

as it will be for an apparel company. In working with us, you benefit from:

 ■ Dedicated customer service manager and access to a managed services team that 
shares industry best practices, latest trends, and insights

 ■ True global support with local offices in key regions, including China, Japan, the 
U.S. and Europe; established working relationships help expedite and process a 
streamlined enforcement strategy

 ■ Partnerships with strategic platforms, law enforcements and industry associations to 
ensure highest successful enforcement rates for our customers

 ■ Influential voice to represent your needs, and establish brand protection best 
practices at an industry level

 ■ 96% of OpSec Online clients report measurable impact with our brand protection 
services
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 


